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Introduction.

The BR /CR second phase matrix series is different in nature from the earlier material.  It owed its origin
directly to the appearance of the electric recording technique which had a flexibility and power which the
old recording horn could never match.  Whereas the acoustic process required a close and immediate link
between sound source and cutting stylus, the electric process not only gave better recording characteristics
with  more  clarity,  but  since  the  signal  to  be  recorded was  now an  electrical  waveform,  it  could  be
transmitted along a wire such as a public telephone line or a private line to any suitable location.  Thus a
recording made in a large hall could be transmitted by wire to a studio in a more convenient location – and
the  same studio  could  be  used  to  make  recordings  from many different  locations.   The  studio  itself
contained the recording machines  on a  more or  less  permanent  basis  and all  that  was needed was  a
connection to the place in which the performance was actually taking place.

The first studio to be used by HMV was located in Gloucester House, London and to this were directed
many performances as shown by the matrix file.  Later the studio was removed to the small Queen’s Hall,
also in London, where it remained.

Matrixes cut in these studios were given the prefix letters BR for ten-inch recordings and CR for twelve-
inch recordings, both being in the same, single numerical sequence.  The letter R stood for Relay since the
performance was being relayed from source to studio.  The equipment naturally contained amplifiers by
means of which the signal could be altered to suit the requirements of the recording machine and it was
possible to feed the signal from an amplifier to two different cutting heads at the same time, thus making
two different  recordings of the same performance.   This is  shown by the appearance of suffix letters
following the take numbers.  Thus Austral’s record CR85 appears to have been made in four versions, -1A,
-1B, -1C and -1D.  The precise significance of these letters has not so far been explained, but it seems
likely  that  they  indicate  variations  in  recording  level  (louder  or  softer)  or  perhaps  in  recording
characteristics (top or bass boost or cut).  It would be interesting to have the proper explanation.

The benefits of the “new process” of electrical recording were manifold but one which may be given
particular attention was the ability to make organ recordings, using proper organs instead of the normal
harmonium which was all  that could be fitted into a small studio.   There were many cinema organs,
Wurlitzers, etc. and other fine instruments in public halls – the Royal Albert Hall, the Crystal Palace, the
BBC’s Alexandra Palace, and so on.  The third source of organ power of course lay in churches and
cathedrals of which again there were many, and most of these outside London.

There must have been some senior person at HMV who was very fond of organ music, or who thought that
the new electric recordings would make it highly popular and increase sales and who was able to influence
policy.  At any rate, there was a sudden outpouring of material showing off the beauties of the many
organs and the musical skills of their organists.

Perhaps it was this, among other ideas, which led to the development of the HMV Mobile Van.  While
landlines were all very well in their place, they were not entirely free from problems of their own and the
longer the line the more the problems.  It was therefore decided to design and build a complete recording
studio inside a large van and to use this vehicle to reach locations which were more distant.  To try to
transport  the  cathedral  organ  from York  Minster  to  London  would  have  been  ridiculous  (and  would
probably have much annoyed the Dean and Chapter) and yet it was considered that the sound of that organ



might  prove very popular  with the  buyers  of  Gramophone records.   To this  problem the mobile  van
provided the answer and its first visit was to the Cathedral at Liverpool with its organist Goss-Custard.

Other visits followed in rapid succession, including to York Minster, and not only for the organ.  St John’s
College in Cambridge provided both choir and organ, while the Temple Church in Fleet Street, London
achieved no small amount of fame by virtue of its choir and organ under Thalben-Ball – and a boy soprano
called Ernest Lough.  Visits to Beatrice Harrison’s garden to hear the nightingales and to the military
bands at the Royal Aldershot Tattoo are well known as is the trip to Liverpool’s Empire Theatre to hear
Gracie Fields on stage, but to anyone not familiar with this kind of material there may be some surprises.

The papers dealing with this series are remarkably complete, considering that they have been around for
over seventy years.  In fact it has been possible to track down every number used – except one!  This one
is mentioned nowhere and unless it had a separate page, now lost, all to itself it probably belonged to
something which was spoiled or broken or cancelled.  It was obvously not considered worthy of a note.

Grateful thanks are due to the EMI Music Archive and Mrs Ruth Edge (Chief Archivist) for permission to 
examine the various Registers and Weekly Returns of records made.  Mr Frank Andrews very generously 
provided details of issue numbers and psuedonyms for Homochord material and the late Dr John F Perkins
and I collaborated over many of the details.

Alan Kelly,
30th July, 2003.
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